Exact dimensions vary with each apartment throughout the three buildings and there are 28 different floor plans. The most common are 14’ long x 10’ x 6’ wide.

Warren Place is an apartment complex for upperclassmen consisting of three buildings located at the northern end of campus on Warren Street, between King and St. Philip Streets. 1 Warren was constructed in 1948 and renovated in 1995, and consists of three floors. 10 Warren and 20 Warren were constructed in 1995. 10 Warren is five floors and 20 Warren is four floors. Each building has a central laundry facility on the 1st floor and covered bicycle storage in an outside area shared by all buildings.

To ensure resident safety, this building contains a multi-zone fire alarm system; fire sprinkler system, and digital security camera system. 1 Warren and 20 Warren have exterior lock proximity readers operated by resident key fobs. 10 Warren has 24-hour information/security desk and exterior lock proximity readers operated by resident key fobs.
Warren Place is arranged with all apartments opening to inside corridors. Each apartment is fully furnished and consists of 2-5 bedrooms, 1-2 bathrooms and a full kitchen. All apartments are shared by 2-5 students and feature ivory walls, white ceilings, tan or grey trim, and tan cut-pile carpeting. All bedrooms are single occupancy and contain:

- One large closet with double hinged doors (non-locking), 78” wide x 24” deep x 96” high
- One wood frame full-size bed with cherry finish, 54” wide x 75” long. Vertical clearance under the bed is approximately 18”. Please note these mattresses accept only “full-standard” sheets.
- One desk with cherry finish, 72” wide x 24” deep x 30” high. Desks are designed with three modular components to allow the resident to customize as desired. The first section has a retractable keyboard and mouse surface with rear storage. The second section has a reference shelf, a drawer, and one cabinet equipped with a “hasp” that allows students to lock the cabinet with their own padlock. The third section consists of two open shelves. All sections align to form a continuous desktop surface.
- One desk chair, plum upholstered seat and back with cherry wood frame
- One 3-drawer chest with cherry finish, 30” wide x 24” deep x 30” high. Chests are designed to align perfectly with desks to create a 102” wide continuous work surface.
- One end table with cherry finish, 29” wide x 19” deep x 22” wide, serving as a nightstand.
- One window, varying in dimension according to apartment. Average window size is approximately 30” wide x 70” high. All windows are covered by 1” aluminum mini-blinds. We do not allow wall or frame fastened curtain rods, but students may drape fabric from the valance of the blinds.
- Outlets for phone, wireless internet and basic cable TV

Common Areas: Each apartment has a common area with dining table and chairs or barstools at the kitchen counter (depending on apartment layout), one lounge chair, one sofa, one coffee table, two end tables and one TV cube, all in a cherry wood finish. Upholsteries contain multiple colors in their patterns to coordinate with almost anyone’s color preferences. Each kitchen contains cabinetry, a sink with garbage disposal, a dishwasher, a microwave, a full-size refrigerator and a stove to be shared by all residents in the apartment. Extra microwaves and/or refrigerators brought by students are not allowed.

Bathrooms: Apartments have 1-2 bathrooms. Each bathroom is used by 2-3 people and has a vanity area with sink, toilet, and tub/shower combination. The vanity has limited drawer and cabinet space for toiletry items. For added storage space, some residents have purchased over-toilet cabinets that are floor supported via poles (wall attachment isn’t allowed). We encourage residents to keep more valued belongings with them in their bedrooms. Each bathroom has a towel bar as well as the tub/shower rod that is 60” wide. New white vinyl shower curtains are placed in the bathrooms each year. Students can dress up the space by adding a decorative curtain to the front if desired.